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TITLE: CYBER SECURITY CONSULTANT (ACCESS & IDENTITY - PKI OPERATIONS)

Responsibilities
- You will be responsible for the availability of PKI application and server infrastructure Operations. As the subject matter expert, you will need to manage customer’s change related requests. You will be supported by a Level 2 team.
- You will also be part of an exclusive Level 1 team, supporting critical IT Operations/Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), which include troubleshooting Windows Based / Linux Servers, Storage Area Network and Network Equipment. Managing IT/ Network/Security incidents till resolution and ensuring Service Level Agreement is met would be part of the daily deliverable
- Develop and maintain good operational documents and monthly reports are also expected
- To participate in Business Continuity Exercises and IT/Security Audits
- You are also expected for management of vendors / contractors for project support and delivery
- After office hours support for patching work and incident response is expected

Requirements
- Ability to work independently and in a fast-paced environment
- Good communication and writing Skills, Strong team player
- Candidates should possess a recognized Degree in Computer Science/Computer Engineering/Information Technology or equivalent
- 2 - 3 years relevant experience in PKI, IT Systems and Network Support
- Good Knowledge of MS SQL, web application and infrastructure
- Hands-on experience in Operating System Hardening, patching & deployment of anti-virus scanning
- Relevant experience in software development and deployment is preferred
- Familiar with Web Based Technology such as Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) / Apache Tomcat, Backup Solutions such as Symantec Backup Exec, Hard Disk RAID Technology, Load Balancing Technology, VMWare Environment, Data Centre Infrastructure, Hardware Security Module (HSM)
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TITLE: SOFTWARE ENGINEER

Job Description
- Creating multi-tiered Web applications and Mobile App applications
- Familiar with Agile Software Development/Scrum practices
- Analyze, design, program, test, troubleshoot, document and maintain IT systems or applications
- Perform and manage stages of the SDLC and involvement in systems review with Project Manager
- Provide maintenance support to customers (internal and/or external)
- Opportunity to involve in various technologies: Signal R, Redis, MongoDB, Reactive Extension (Rx)
- Other adhoc duties as assigned

Requirements
- Possess a Degree in software engineering or computer science
- 0-2 years of development experience with Microsoft .NET Framework, C#, MVC, Windows Service, and Microsoft SQL Server 2008 above
- Knowledge and experience in using Xamarin framework, Xamarin.Forms, Xamarin.iOS and Xamarin.Android
- Familiar with Object Oriented Design and Analysis, Design Pattern and UML
- Proactive, motivated and team player
- Take pride in accountability, ownership of outstanding issues, and establishes a high level of credibility with others in the organization
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TITLE: SYSTEM ENGINEER

Job Description
- Participation in the development of hardware and software modules of "Die Bonder" equipment for the semiconductor industry (analysis, modelling, calculation, measurement, qualification)
- Definition of hardware and software requirements for an interdisciplinary development team (mechanics, electronics, software, motion control)
- Conduct and analyze experiments to identify suitable system parameters and machine production sequences
- Optimization of the Die Bonder system with the focus on accuracy, stability and productivity
- Development of "Die Bonding" process technologies according to current or future customer requirements (analysis, modelling, calculation, measurement)
- Support internal and external customers (occasional business travel)
- Support product management on customer projects
- Support manufacturing engineering on assembly and supplier issues
- Interpretation, documentation and presentation of new results

Requirements
- Technical education at university. Ideally microsystem technology, mechanical, electrical or Mechatronic with Microsoft office and programming knowledge
- Work experience in semiconductor or mechanical/electrical engineering or in a related field is advantageous
- Expertise and methodology (business knowledge, languages, MS-Office, etc.)
- Expertise in mathematics, mechatronic or material science
- Flair for practical work in the lab and with experience with measurement equipment
- Capacity for teamwork as well as initiative and personal responsibility
- Innovative, systematic and solution-oriented work approach
- Ability to present complex topics in appropriate ways for specific audiences
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